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1. Introduction

This contribution deals with the link between mass media and language norms in

the history of Dutch in Flanders.2 I am specifically interested in the role played by

newspapefs, radio and television in the formation, diffusion and acceptance of

norms for written and spoken Standard Dutch in the 20th centufy. Citing a number

of reptesentative examples, I will try and illusftate Willemyns' and Haeseryn's

(1998) claim thait Sprachpflege and linguistic purism were omni-present in Flanders

during the 1960s and 70s through the combined efforts of spoken, televised and

written media. Previous publications in English on these issues are rare (y'an den

Bulck / Van Poecke 1996 is one of the exceptions). This article is heavily indebted,

however, to two overview publications in Dutch that highlighted the specific rele-

vance of radio and television in the Flemish norm debate: Beheydt (ed.) 1991 and

Nies 2005 - much of the information listed below comes directly from those

sources.

2. Historical Backgound

In order to gfasp the complex character of the norm debate in the Dutch language

atez in the recent past (as well as the role played by the mass media in the process),

a number of historical facts should be taken into account first.'

From the end of the 16th century onwards' the Dutch language evolved in two

very different ways in the northem and southem parts of the present day Dutch

Vriie Universiteit Brussel and Fund for Scientific Research-Flanders, Belgium. I am indebted

to the reviewers of this article for their commeflts on earlier draft versions. All mistakes and

errors of judgement remain, of course, my own.

Similar media influence has, of course, also been described for other language communides,

from Leitner's (1980) early study on English and German radio broadcasting, ovef Cotter's

(1999) and Kelly-Holmes' (ed.) (2001) work on Irish media, to Jaffe's (2007) work on

Corsican media. Both l{ering (ed.) 2003 and Johnson/Ennslin 2007 provide an overall

introduction to recent language and media studies.

A detailed history of the Dutch language is De Vries/Willemyns/Burger 1993. For the

specific history of Dutch in Flanders, see Willemyns 2003a (in Dutch), 2003b (in English).
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language territory. Due to military operationsa the Northem Low Countries (which

coincide mofe of less with the present day Nethedands) became an independent

state in 1585 (de iure in 1648), whereas the Southem Low Countries (comprising

the present day teritory of Flanders) remained under foreign rule up until 1814.

In the north, a Dutch standard language gradually began to take shape during

the following centuries. The policies of the successive foreign southem rulers,

however, prevented a parallel language standardisation pfocess in Flanders. Al-

though little is known about both the actual spread and the ,uniform nature' of the

northem stafldard varietys, there was a shafp contfast arourd 1800 between a situa-

tion of standardisation-in-progress on the one hand (i.e. in the north) and the col-

lection of southem dialects of Dutch which were not ,roofed' by a comparable

southem standard variety. Vadous testimonies that have come to us from contem-

poraries indicate that the northem and southem varieties of Dutch were often per-

ceived as (or claimed tci be) mutually unintelligible fWillemyns 2003a: t89-790).

During the 19th centuly, massive attempts wefe made to further the standardi-

sation of Dutch in Flanders, despite the clear preference of the Belgian govefnment

for the French language. The Belgian state came into being in 1830, but it took up

until 1898 until the ,Equality Law'was passed that declared Dutch to be equal to

French in official mattefs. Nthough a number of language planning efforts were

also pursued in the north during this period, these mainly concemed corpus plan-

ning, whereas the overall southern focus was more of a status planning natlre. One

could say that the language planning efforts in the Nethedands were aimed at stan-

dardising a language that already carded prestige, whereas the so-called ,Flemish

Movement' in the south was dfiven by motivations of social, cultural and political

emancipation which could be realised by means of language standardisation and

planning.6
Despite the remarkable achievements of the Flemish Movement, the real mas-

sive spread of uniform Standard Dutch among the greater paft of the population of

Flanders only began in the period between the two !/odd Wars. As such, the FIem-

ish population continued to feel the need for normative guidance in liflguistlc mat

ters throughout the greater part of the 20th century (at least up until the 1970s).

Radio and television played a paramount role in the spread of positive attitudes to-

wafds Standard Dutch and served as the transmitter of the relatively unknown

standard variety of Dutch for the larget part of the Flemish population (especially

Cf the introduction of Vandenbussche 2004 fox more informadon on these military opera-

flons.
The recently launched egodocument-project on late 18th century ,sailhg lettefs'at the Uni-

versiteit Leiden (led by Mariike van der Wal) is expected to render evidence-based insights in

this respect (van der Wal 2006).

An encyclopaedic overview of the Flemish Movement is given in NEVB 1998.
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so for the lower strata of sociery). Both the mass media and the speech community

ztlztge depended on a ,,standard language ideology" to attain this goal.?

Towards the 1980s, ,,the gravity centre of the Belgian economy shifted to Flan-

ders and the reform of the Belgian state led to the establishment of a largely

autonomous Flemish region and community" ffandenbussche et al. 2005: 60). One

could say that Flanders finally came of age on the cultural, social and political

level.s It has been claimed that this evolution led to a kind of new Flemish self-

consciousness that not only changed the traditional Flemish ,underdog attitude'

towatds both the Netherlands and the French speaking part of Belgium but also

had its impact on the evolution and evaluation of southern Dutch as such.

The final outcome of the distinct linguistic evolution in Flanders and the Neth-

erlands is the present day situation in which both parts of the pluri-centric Dutch

language area in Europe share one and the same language, with the same orthogra-

phy and gr mrn t noflns. All language planning issues conceming the Dutch lan-

guage are now administeted by the Nederlandse Taalunie (,Dutch Language union):

an official tri-national administrative body to which the govemments of both Flan-

ders and The Nethedands have delegated their political power in linguistic matters."

Apart from a limited number of lexical differences, the main difference be-

tween Dutch in Flanders and in the Nethedands concems pronunciation: the gtav-

ity centre of the Dutch language area clearly lies in the Randstad - the atea around

the so-called Big Cities' of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht - and

the pronunciation of that atea figures as the norm for Standard Dutch in the whole

of the Nethetlands. In the extemal periphery of the Dutch language area (FIan-

ders), however, speakers have adopted the pronunciation of the Brabantic area

(comprising the Flemish provinces of \4aams-Brabant and Antwerp) as their norm

for spoken Standard Dutch.
Both Flanders and the Nethedands have recendy witnessed the rise of destan-

dardisation processes in the Dutch language. The growing impact of a variety called

twrcntaa/ (a tetm which is hard to translate, but which partially conveys the same

meaning as the German ZwischenEracha) is causing concem among Flemish language

advisors (Henddckx 2000, 2001). This informal variety appears to take over the

frurctions of the traditional L-variety, the Flemish dialects, at a time where the

process of dialect loss is in full swing (Geeraerts / Penne / Vanswegenhoven 2000,

Goossens 2000, Willemyns 2005). The main topic of destandardisation debates in

the Netherlands is the so-called Poldernederlands (,Polder Dutch'), a spoken variety

Cf. the various contributions by the Milroys on this topic, e.g.J. Milroy 7999 and L. Mtkoy

1,999.
Cf. the relevant chapters in Witte/Craeybeckx/Meynen 2000 fot a detailed account of this

evoludon.
Surinam ioined the Dutch Language Union on January 7st,2004 but is not discussed further

in the present article. Cf. the Taalunie-website for more information: www.taalunieversum.

org (ast accessed on September 15th, 2007).

3't1
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mainly characterised by a number of deviant diphthong pronunciations (Stroop

1ee8).

3.Language Planning on the Radio

From the very onset of Belgian radio broadcasting in '1.937, the Flemish radio cor-

poration considered attention for correct language use part ofits core business.l0

Thd ,NIR' as it was fust called (,National Institute for Radio', later BRT Belgian
Radio and Television', BRTN ,Dutch-speaking Belgian Radio and Television' and

\rRT, ,Flemish Radio and Television) deliberately adopted the task to play 
^ 

p^t -

mount role in the process of the standardisation of Dutch in Flanders (Van de

Velde / Gerritsen / van Hout 1995). Contrary to their colleagues in the Nether-

lands, Flemish broadcasters were explicitly expected to follow the norms of the

most authoritative pronunciation guide @lancquaet 1934) at the time, in order to

spread ,civilised pronunciation'among the listeners and to fight ,Flutch' Qttt. Vleder-

lanfu, short for Vlaams Nederlanh,Flemish Dutch).ll Intemal routine procedutes

aimed at language care have existed ever since, the most striking example of which

surely was the nomination of a full-time language advisor in 1971.

The broadcasting company's efforts at Sprachplflege culminated in an offensive

of language advice over the radio during the 1960s. From 1965 onwards, for exam-

ple, the Flemish radio broadcasted a daily language advice programme at bteakfast

time that was repeated in pdme time just before the 7PM news. It was calTed Voor

wie haar soms geweld aandoet (,For those who tend to violate her) and often consisted

of strictly normative language tips of the ,don't say... but say...' style. The pro-

gramme was an krstant success: the raving reactions from listeners even inspired

the broadcasting union to produce a set of 72 lorrg play records with the integral

recording of 235 radio columns. The programme was even exported three times

per week to Lumbumbashi in the fotmer Belgian Congo, for the Belgran citizens

who had stayed in Ztre after the independence. The transcribed talks were also

published in a very popular series of pocket books with the blurb advice ,,tead one

of mofe language tips every day and listen to the records to test yout pronuncia-

tion. It will help you to make youl laflguage even mofe carefrrl and precise" (Galle

1e68).
The undedying ,motivation for this progralnme \x/as phrased as follows by

broadcaster Marc Gallel2: ,,It was our conviction that we rapidly needed to atta:tn a

10 The information in this section comes from Beheydt 1991a.

11 For further information on the differences between official language policies in the media in

Flanders and the Nethedands, see Van den Bulck/Van Poecke 1996. For analyses ofthe lin-

guistic differences between (and changes in) Dutch and Flemish radio speech, see Van de

Velde 1993.
12 At the time, Galle was a doctor in Germanic Philology, professor of linguistics and president

of the Vereniging voor Beschaafde Omgangstaal (,Association for Civilised Daily Speech';
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tighter language union with the Nethedands without sacrifrcing the variation be-
forehand" (Galle 1968: 8).r3 Despite the controvetsy caused alnong the language
community by this overt integrationist agenda, the programme makers were con-
vinced that theirs was a missionary task: ,,It is our intention, in these days of de-
mocratisation (alas, still regretted by a few conservative doctors and professors here
and there) to bring coffect Dutch to the masses..." (cited in Beheydt '1991,a: 39). A
cross-medial strategy was implemented to support this goal: next to his language
column in the newspaper Het Laatste lJieuws, Galle also frequendy appeared on
television as an expert in language advice.

In retrospect, these radio programmes may seem amusing but their impact and
authority can hardly be overestimated; the formula remained in use until the 1980s
and most certainly contributed to a positive attitude towards the use of Standard
Dutch in F-landers.la V/hen their success started to dwindle. altemative formats for
language advice were tried and tested. One of the more amusing attempts was the

,advice for language and road users' combining ttaffrc information and linguistic
advice. A change of tone from the strictly normative, integrationist and purist to a
less political and more informative approach accompanied this transition (for ex-
ample in the programme BKT-Taaluenken (,BRT language tips) from the late 70s' /
early 80s by Penninck-x and Verrept) (Beheydt 7997a: 44).

4.Language Planning in Newspapers

Newspapers were equally involved in the norm diffusion process. Whereas the
broadcastet mentioned above also had a column in the popular Flemish newspaper

,Het Laatste Nieuws', it was ,De Standaard' - generally considered as the main
quality newspaper in Flanders - which took the lead in this respect. In 1958 Jan
Gtauls started to publish tegular pieces of language advice under the heading
Taahips (,language tips), an activity he also pursued in a number of other local
magazines and newspapers (|Jies 2005, Van Causenbroeck 1998).

From 1959 onwards, De Standaard boasted a daily language advice column - a

,first' in the Dutch language atea - entitled Uh de taahuin (,From the language gar-
den). With the sweeping statement that ,,Under the smiling direction of the one of
the foremost language gardeners... readers and ioumalists of this newspaper will get
the chance from today onwatds to tend, ennoble and enrich language and style"r5,

sic, W\). He would later successfiily pursue a political career 
^s 

a national MP, minister and
member of the European padiament.

13 All translations are mhe, WV.
14 The present author can vividly recall the daily radio language tips, as well as the dialect par-

ody versions that were produced when local ,free radio stations'boomed in Flanders from
1980 onwards.

1 5 This horticultural imagery is a ,classic' in the history of language advice discourse in Flanders.
Two of the most famorrs examnles of nurist nrrblications from the lafe nineteenfh-cenftrro

-) _t -)
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the newspaper explicitly afftmed that it considered attention for good language use

to be an integral part of the struggle for Flemish emancipation (Van Nieuwenhuyse

2002). After Grauls' death in 1960. the column was handed ovef to Maarten van

Nierop.l6 He would become and remain the most influential writer of this column

and contributed his daily share of normative advice for 18 years, from 1961 until

1979 (ebd.). Much like the radio advice programmes at the time, his written articles

were backed by an integrationist appfoach, thus stfengthening the cross-medial

front supporting the spread of Northem Dutch language norms. Van Nierop also

made programmes on language cafe for both the Betgian and Dutch Radio Wodd

Service and the flational broadcasting company, as well as for the local !7est-

Flemish broadcasting company and vafious n g^zlfies (Dumez 1998a). Various

collections of his language advice were published under titles 
^s 

De taal als tuin en

wildernis,The language as garden and wildemess'.

After Van Nierop's death in 1,979, De Standaard continued to manifest itself as

the main ,keepet of the norm' amofig Flemish neu/spapefs. Through the nornina-

tion of a firll-time language advisor, the ongoing regulaf publication of language

tips and - more receotly - an annual series of topical ,language instalments', lan-

guage c,are very much remains one of the core elements of the newspaper's public

ilnage.
Apat from its involvement in the diffusion phase of the standardisation pfo-

cess, ,De Standaard' also continued to be actively engaged in the discussions relat-

ing to the (re)selection phase as far as orthography was concemed. In the context

of the heated debate on the so-called ,,progessive" vs. official, ,,prefered" spelling

for Dutch, the newspaper was the only one that radically opted for the adoption of

the ,,progressive" vailant lfl 1954 because ,,it wanted to play in the forward line"

(Van Nieuwenhuyse 2002). This ,,pfogressive(' spelling $/as officially tolerated and,

as such, included in dictionaries, but not taught in the schools.ls ,De Standaard'

consistently and stubbomly used this alternative norm and only switched back to

were entitled Tbistles, attenpt at language puifcation and lveed anidst the wheat Q$eett 1897;

1941). Othet frequently used metaphors in this context related to sickness and delusion:

Fron the pathologt of language, I anguage phantasms (Meert 1994a; 1994b). For present-day exam-

ples of the gardening metaphor in language advice, cf. Buffidge's (2005; 2004) Blooning Eng-

lish: Obseruations on the Roots, Cultiaation an Hlbrids of the English I-anguage and [Veeds in the garden

of words.
There was a short intermezzoby Hernan Oostemii( who also passed away later on that

year. ffan Nieuwenhuyse 2002).

When the last language advisor (Ludo Permentier) retired at the end of 2006, his tasks were

taken over by an editorial team led by Peter Cuypers. Permentier still contributes a weekly

language column and supervises the language instainents @elsack 2007).

The discussion involved, among other things, the decision to write ,prolyessive' <k) instead

of ,official' (c) for /k/ in loanwords: aktie ,action' vs. actie, e.g. Cf. Molewiik "t992 fot an tn-

troduction to the history of the spellirg of Dutch.

t6

t l

18
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the official spelling mles after the Dutch spelling reform n 1997 pumez 1998b:
2846).

5. Language Advice on Televisionle

The fust TV programmes in Flanders with a clear linguistic undertone u/ere two
short-lived, educational but mainly entertaining quiz shows in the late 1950s/early
1960s (Qui7der Nedeilandse taal ,qwiz of the Dutch language' ar;.d 't Is maar een woord

,it's only a word'/. From 1960 onwards, however, public television also became a
spearheading factor in the spread of integrationist notms for Dutch.

Teletaallu ,telly language lesson' (1960) consisted of 2 items dealing with vari-
ous aspects of linguistics, language norms and language use. Beheydt (1991b: 53)
leaves no doubt about the integrationist agenda of the programme makers: ,,The
nofin was Dutch as spoken in Holland and it comes as no surprise that more than
half of the fust ,Teletaallessen' on Flemish television consisted of matedal that was
copied from language courses on Dutch television." 15 minutes of comments on
Northem Dutch were followed by a similar block on Southem Dutch; the title for
the latter part of the programme Onie ame ijke taal (,our poor rich language') re-

veals the makers'attitudes towards the state of Dutch in Flanders at the time (ebd.).
The weekly show (that would run untn 1964) rapidly evolved towards a lan-

guage advice programme in the broader sense of the word. True to the pro-
gramme's tag line ,Better Dutch for every viewer', it became a combination of,
among othet things, interviews with linguists, information on the origin of lan-
gLl^ge, 

^ 
lexicological column Oy th. aforementioned N{aarten Van Nierop) and sa-

tirical pronunciation lessons entitled ,Pronounce it like this' (ebd.). It is indexical of
the ongoing oserious' intentions of the broadcasting company that this production
was largely entrusted to a team of trained and highly respected academics (Frans
van Coetsem, to name but one) who all favoured the integrationist norm'vrew.

A few years lzte4 pzrt of the Teletaalle: core team would sign for the biggest hit
ever in the history of television language advice in Flanders. Hier spreekt men Neder-
lands was a five-minute sketch show, broadcasted three times a week in prime time

iust before the news. Beheydt calls it ,,the Neighbours or Sons and Daugblaff of the six-
ties" (ebd.: 55).

Presented by Joos Florquin (a professor of linguistics), the sketch was always
set in the same living room with a series of visitors and family members who en-
gaged in discussions on language-related issues. Even the family dog was synchro-
nised (sic) to voice John Doe's Alltagswissen At the end of each discussion, the pro-
fessor would always demonstrate the correct Standard Dutch phrase and correct his
intedocutors, often dismissing qpical Flemish mistakes (Gallicisms, for example).
Despite the show's overt pedagogical and norm-odented backbone, the makers

19 The infomation in this section comes from Beheydt 1991b and Nies 2005.
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tried to reach out to their audience through a ,popular' approach, including the use

oflocal dialects Q'Jies 2005).

The show enioyed massive support amongst the viewers, the scenarios were

published as pocket books, it won major television prizes and became even more

popular than soccer broadcasts (!). It ran vrral 1972; more than 1100 sketches were

produced (y'andewalle f Fneters 1998: 1160-1161).

In a recent interview with one of the co-producers, it was remarked that the di-

rect impact of the show on the quality of Dutch in Flanders was probably very lim-

ited, although it did present a major contribution to the fostering of positive atti-

tudes towards Standard Dutch: ,,The inhabitant of Flanders wanted to speak Stan-

dard Dutch but having been raised in the local dialect, that language felt like a Sun-

day's dress... The Flemish had to leam to use Dutch in a normal way' as a notmal

language" Q'{ies 2005).'z0
It took the broadcasting company five years before a new language progralnme,

Kare taal (,clear language') was brought on zit.zt Dealing with issues like ,writing a

letter' and ,speaking in public', it was a shalp move away from the strictly nofina-

tive approach of its predecessors (Beheydt 1991b: 60). Although it also was the Iast

ovettly ,educational' language progralrune as such on public television, the public

broadcasting compafly did not drop its ambitions to guard and spread the norms of

the standard language among its viewers. Once the language advice programmes

had disappeared from the screen, the language advisors continued their work in the

public sphere.

6. The Role of MedtaLangtaee Advisors, Past and Present

Ever since public radio started in Flanders in the 1930s, a system of linguistic ,qual-
ity control' has operated within the national broadcasting company. At first this

consisted of pronunciation checks by professor Edgatd Blancquaert (succeeded

from the 1950s onwards by Willem P6e),22 who would evaluate the quality of the

broadcasters' spoken Dutch according to the norms of his own pronunciation

guide ffan Poecke /Yar den Bulck 1991: 91). ,,In the case of serious mistakes,

one would receive a riote with the correct pronunciation in phonetic script"

(quoted in ebd.).
This repressive approach was systematically intensified in the 1960s when a

,,rigid and ongoing system of intemal controlo' (ebd.: 95) was developed by Karel

Hemmerechts, including the notorious ,blue letterso which were stiff reprimand

notes of the following tlpe: ,,During this programme you said the following...

Knowledgeable people claim the correct form is: ..." Q'dies 1995). The broadcasting

20 Beheydt (1991: 59) cites academic research confirming these findings.

21 There was a brief Dutch course for immigrants in 1974, however (I'.lies 2005).

22 Borh Blancquaert and P6e were professors of Dutch linguistics and dialectology at the Uni-

versity of Ghent (?6e 1968, Vanacker 1989).
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company's wish to complement this post-factum reptessive control with preventive
linguistic advice became the major challenge for their first full-time language advi-
sor (Eugdne Berode) from 1971 onwards. Despite the ever-present mission to
promote Standard Dutch and the ongoing fixation on the north as far as language
notms were concemed, the advisor's role was reodented from the strictly penalis-
ing to a more supportive coaching function. Contrary to his predecessors, the advi-
sor's pdme task was now to anticipate potential language issues, a goal that was ac-
complished, for example, by organising incentives to improve spoken and written
language use (interview training sessions) and keeping track of relevant recent lin-
guistic developments QJies 2005).

Next to the changing political context in Belgium from 1980 onwards, Van
Poecke and Van den Bulck (1991) consider the inroduction of commercial Flemish
television in 1989 to be one of the major factors that has rede6ned the public
broadcasting company's language policy. \X/hen Eugdne Berode retired in 1997, the
broadcasting company used the occasion to launch a broadly adverised project that
affumed and even reinforced the image of the \lRT as the prime keeper and dif-
fuser of the norms for Belgian Standard Dutch: ,,The \lRT wants to remain the
norm for the Belgian variety of Standard Dutch" (Hendrickx 1998). The new (and
current) language advisor Ruud Hendrickr developed a public web-database of ap-
proximately 3200 ,largu,age issueso complemented with stricdy prescriptive advice:
a is wrong, b is righq don't use this, use that instead.z3 This shatpened language ad-
visory profile was consecrated in a 'laaguage charter' that defines how the language
of television and radio should sound. The whole document is based on the wish to
consolidate the undisputed common opinion that \RT-Dutch is the ,best' norm
for Standard Dutch available.2a It should be noted that none of the commercial
Flemish TV-stations was ever associated with this badge of quality, not even those
which also have a full time language advisor.25 It is equally striking that the advisors
from the commercial chains are virnrally unknown in Flanders whereas the \rRT-
advisor is one of the most frequently consulted norm instances.26

Apart from traditional language advice, the public broadcasting company has
recently shifted the focus of its actions to the battle against the lurentaal, an infor-

"Iypical issues include using the correct article with spccific nouns (het is het decollet6),
Dutch altematives for loanwords (Dutch altematives for ladykiller are casanova, donjuan,
hartenbreker, rokkeniager,vrouwenvedeider, vrouwenversierder) correct verb tense foms
(,raadplegen, raadpleeg(t), raadpleegde(n), geraadpleegd), the spelling of and the adjectives
derived from foreign place names (Seoel Seoul - Seoels, Seouls), etc.

,VRT-Dutch'is in effect commonly used as a synonym for Standard Dutch in Flanders, both
by linguists and lay speakers.
At the commercial chain VTM, for example, Jan Schoukens figures as fuIl-time langoage ad'
visor. He is a former VRT radio broadcaster and producer.
To my knowledge the only ioint interview with the VRT and VTM language advisors was
published in the e-ioumal Taalschrift @ermentier 2003): http:/ /ttalschift.org/reportzge/
000458.html
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mal spoken var;rety of Dutch.27 Lingursts agree that this variety should be inter-

preted as a normal and natural product of an ongoing linguistic destandardisation

process and that it fulfils 
^ 

great number of informal communicative functions in

Flanders today. It has also been remarked that there is a striking parallel between

the rise of tussentaal and the spreading dialect loss in Flanders (.Willemyns 2005).

The \rRT-language advisor, however, considers the existence of this informal vai-

ety as a problem, even as the major linguistic defeat for Flanders, and calls for a

,,Language signal for 6 million Flemings" denouncing the use of tussentaal on air.

As it is ,sloppy' and typical for a lack of effort to speak ,carefirlly', it should be

dismissed as a valid vaiety for broadcasting pulposes (Hendrickx 2001).

All of the above is perfectly reasonable from a normative point of view. I can-

not escape the impression, however, that the current language advisor overesti-

mates the power of the TV medium.28 Apart from banning tussentaal fronl' its pro-

granlmes, the Vx-T also wants to fight it back in society 
^t 

l^rge and actively teplace

it with another new informalvaiety (Hendrickx 2000). I quote: o,We are convinced

&at with the further spread of the use of Standard Dutch in Flanders, this ,tussen-
taal' will disappear ever more in its current form. It will be replaced by an informal

vaiarrt of the standard language which relates in a natural and close way to the

standard variety that is already accepted in trlanders in the formal register. The

\lRT considers it its duty to provide the Dutch language community in Flanders

with the example for this informal variety as well" (Hendrickx 1998, my transla-

tion).2e 9 years onwards, turentaal sttll appears to be on the rise in Flanders and no

major shift towards the informal \lRT-variant has been reported, so far.

7. Concluding Rematks

Newspapers, radio and television have played an acive and authoritative role in the

diffusion of the standard norm in the recent history of Dutch in Flanders. The at-

tempts at Ianguage planning mentioned above have one maior thing in common:

the conviction that the media should be used as a tool to contribute to the Ianguage

unity of the northem and southem Low Countries, and essentially so through the

adoption and the spread of one single norm. In the 1960s, Flemish television, radio

and newspapers joined forces and ,Joos Florquin, Marc Galle and Maarten vari

Nierop formed a ,tdumvirate' of language pudfiers who wanted the Flemish to

speak like the Dutch" Q'{ies 2005). Language political motivations supported this

policy: radio and television were intended to be emanations of the Flemish com-

munity and had to reinforce the idea of ongoing cultural integration with the north

For further infornation on the linguistic aspects of this tusnntaal(ilso labeled as SoEulaans,

Sthoon Vlaalzs or Verkauekngsulaans), cf. Geeraerts et al. 2000 and Goossens 2002.

Compare vrith Aitchison (1998) and Chambers (1998), who both argue that the commonly

accepted massive influence of television on language is a persistent ,language myth'.

See Willemyns 2005 fot a further critical discussion of this campaign.
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to reach political and cultural autonomy within the French-dominated Belgian

state.30 Certain newspapers, including De Standaard, vigorously supported this view.
lff/hen the main political, economic and cultural goals of the Flemish Nfovement

were accomplished in the late 1970s and eady 1980s, Flanders ,came of age'. The

interest in (and urgent need for) a media campaign ot Spracffiege to support Flem-

ish emancipation moved to the background. Both the success and the presence of

language advisory proglammes and columns decreased accordingly. As fat as public

national radio and television are concemed, the rise of commercial broadcasting in

the late 1980s provided a new impetus for language advice. Despite the (relatively

recent) tolerance towards elements which lend a specific Flemish flavour to south-

em Dutch, there is no doubt that (apart from pronunciation) newspapers, tadio and

television nowadays still recognise the central and guiding role of the Dutch lan-

guage as used in the north. In socio-histodcal terms one could say that the ,,integra-
tionist" idea continues to form the basis of the present day language pol-icies in the

Flemish media.
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